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Message from the Chair
In 2019, Trinidad and Tobago’s economy continued along a path of
modest recovery, however, this did not rebound to the benefit of the
Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) sector as the organization
continued to experience challenges in accessing timely payments from
stakeholders or sourcing new funds despite yearlong efforts.
The organization occupied itself by exploring online platforms, engaging Corporate sponsors
and embarking of the engagement of a Fund Development Committee in an attempt to accelerate
our pathway to a better financial position. We continue to believe in our Vision and Mission and
continued to deliver services in pursuance of a better tomorrow and a better Trinidad and
Tobago.
The Board continued to work on a new Strategic Plan to see us through these challenging times
and ensure that we stay on a path of growth. Critical pillars for our way forward will consist
primarily of building Financial Sustainability, Advocacy and strengthening of our Monitoring
and Evaluation framework. We view these areas as critical to our survival and delivery of value
to our stakeholders. Of note during the period was the advent of the Non-Profit Organization Bill
2019 (NPO Bill), via which the government will seek to bring regulation to the industry. Over the
years we have prided ourselves with compliance, transparency and accountability and as such
we stand ready and able to adhere and comply with the requirements.
I wish to thank all who contributed to our successful endeavours during 2019. Whether staff
support, funders or collaborators, we would not have been able to do it without you. We look
forward to a positive 2020 knowing that we continue to positively impact Trinidad and Tobago’s
landscape.
Gervon Abraham
Chairperson

Marina Torres

Linda Sahadeo

Barbara King

Nelini Mohammed

Co-Founder

Member

Co-Founder

Secretary
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Executive Director’s Message

The successes of 2019 would not have been possible without the incredible group of
staff members and contracted personnel at ParentingTT. The staff, though smaller
in number than previous years, worked tirelessly to accomplish ParentingTT’s programmatic
targets. Our contracted personnel exercised such compassion for clients and committed to
helping them reach their personal goals. The dedication and perseverance of our operational
team members were admirable. ParentingTT could not have gotten through 2019 without them.
In 2019, we met our programmatic targets and exceeded many of them. We achieved:
• A 24% increase from 2018 in the total number of persons who received direct interventions
• A 190% increase in the number of persons who participated in workshops or presentations
from last year
• A 58% increase in the number of persons who received focused psychosocial and
psychological care
• A doubling of the number of clinical sessions provided in 2018 to 1298 sessions in 2019.

Some of our staff at
ParentingTT decked out in
green for #World
Mental Health
Day

The staff at ParentingTT
celebrating International’s
Women’s Day in
purple

Staff (from left to right): Ornella De Graff (Project Assistant), Sharla Dwarika
(Executive Director), Reycine Mc Kenzie (Counselling Coordinator), Melody King
(Community Liaison) and Annalisa Ramlogan (Admin & Counselling Assistant)

Our financial targets, though, were
not realized. Even though our
programmes and services tripled
its income in 2019, our subvention
was reduced by 62%. Thus began
the
reallocation
game
and
ParentingTT could not capitalize
on the increase in its selfgenerated
income.
Planned
fundraisers did not materialize
because of reduced sponsorship
and a difficult economy. However,
we are grateful that we were not
crushed
by
the
financial
uncertainty experienced.
Thank you to all our funders,
partners,
board
members,
volunteers and members. I am
grateful for your support.
Sharla Dwarika
Executive Director
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2019 Strategic Goals

Organisational Strengthening

Marketing & Communications

ParentingTT will be a
responsive organisation that
has the capability to fulfill its
functions in line with
achieving its objectives

ParentingTT will
develop a
comprehensive and
adaptable marketing
package to
demonstrate and
promote the work of
the organisation

Financial Sustainability

ParentingTT will be a
financially sustainable
and viable
organisation by 2020

Monitoring &
Evaluation
ParentingTT
will develop a
M&E culture in
the
organisation
that will
facilitate the
process of
continuous
learning and
improvement

Programmes & Services
Advocacy
ParentingTT will become a
leading advocate for
innovative parenting in
Trinidad and Tobago

ParentingTT will develop a
long-term innovative
parenting programme to
address the changing sociocultural environment in
Trinidad and Tobago.
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2019 Strategic Highlights- ORGANISATIONAL STRENGTHENING
In 2019, the operational team worked diligently to increase its capacity to respond to the demands
on the organisation. Not only was there an emphasis on obtaining skilled personnel and training,
but the organisation revised 6 sets of policies and procedures. This team also began working on
developing an online platform to cater to a more technologically driven younger generation of
parents. With a capacity grant from the JB Fernandes Memorial Trust- I, ParentingTT’s ICT needs
were assessed, systems and equipment were upgraded and, more content was developed for its
online pages. Our hard work over the last few years was rewarded in 2019 with 1 NGO award and
recognition for another.

1
ParentingTT's Executive Director
Sharla Dwarika accepts the NGO
Award for Good Governance at
the 2019 Trinidad and Tobago
Energy Conference & Tradeshow.

2
Co-Founder Marina Torres (left)
and Executive Director Sharla
Dwarika (right) accept the NGO
Award for Good Governance at
the closing dinner of the 2019
Energy Conference Tradeshow

3
Executive Director, Sharla
Dwarika, accepts the runner-up
prize for the 2019 NGO Award for
Excellence from Mr. Joseph
Fernandes

ParentingTT also focused heavily on the strengthening of the Board’s capacity and Strategic
Planning. Board members continued to take personal ownership and a keen interest in their
respective areas of responsibility. This was supported by the engagement of a Consultant who
worked with the board providing much needed and beneficial coaching sessions and
administrative documents and tools to strengthen capacity. Also of note during the period, was
the revamping of ParentingTT’s membership process and the production of a Membership
Manual.
The Board continues to operate in confidence that our efforts are well placed and that a positive
future lies ahead. While we may not have control of the external environment, and the economy in
particular, but working constantly on the strengthening of the organization we continue to
survive. The effort and energy placed in developing these areas, will certainly go a long way to
ensuring the sustainability of the organization.
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2019 Strategic Highlights- FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
To ensure that ParentingTT would be more
financially sustainable and viable by 2020, we
continued our efforts to diversify our income
streams, increase income from our existing
sources and expand to other markets. The chart
to the right shows ParentingTT’s distribution of
income in 2019 vs 2018 across funding sources.

2019 VS 2018 INCOME STREAMS
2019 Income Streams
Government

9%

Self

2018 Income Streams

42%
68%

22%

Concerted efforts were made to rejuvenize the
19%
Foundation
36%
Fund Development Committee with new energy
and ideas. With incredible drive, the FD
0
20
40
60
80
Committee created a Draft Fund Development
Plan and assisted with plans for 2019’s
fundraising events. Unfortunately, due to continually shrinking available sponsorship in an
increasingly difficult economy, none of ParentingTT’s fundraising events were realized.
Understanding that funding from external sources was dwindling over the last few years, it was
important more than ever to strengthen ParentingTT’s ability to generate its own income. The
operational team, therefore, continued to prioritize its efforts on Programmes and Services. With
hard-work, dedication and creativity, ParentingTT exceeded its target to make self-generated
income 35% of its total in 2019. The chart below shows the commitment of the operational team
over the last 5 years to increase income from Programmes and Services.
Comparison of Self-generated Income Stream (2015-2019)

9%

21%

30%

2015

2016

Successful
fundraiser &
tripled
workshop
income from
2014

Successful
fundraiser &
quintupled
counselling
income from
2015

22%

68%

2017

2018

2019

Counselling
income doubled
from 2016 &
new service of
psycho-ed
assessments

Increase in
assessment
income but
decrease in
workshops. All
counselling income
not obtained

Counselling
income
quadrupled from
2018 and some
income for 2018
was received in
2019
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2019 Strategic Highlights- PROGRAMMES & SERVICES

Parent Education

449 Beneficiaries
ParentingTT hosted
another Art in
Therapy workshop
and made 7
presentations to 3
schools and 3
organisations. We
also continued our
parent support
group.

Projects

Outreach

37 Beneficaries

160 Beneficiaries

142 Beneficiaries

ParentingTT
attended 3 outreach
events in
collaboration with
Uncle Steven’s Play
Park, 123 Kids Expo
and the North
Central Regional
Health Authority

ParentingTT had
78 Counselling
clients and
completed 66
Psycho-ed
Assessments. Our
counselling team
provided services
to 44 of the
Children’s
Authority’s clients

ParentingTT
partnered again with
the National Family
Services Division
and facilitated a 6session parenting
course in 2
communities:
Laventille and San
Fernando

Counselling/Assessment

In 2019, ParentingTT’s target was a 15% increase in the number of persons who participated in
its workshops or presentations. We saw a 190% increase from 2018 with a beneficiary reach of
449 persons. In terms of the number of persons who received focused psychosocial and
psychological care, we worked towards a 15% increase from last year. We are pleased to see a 58%
increase from 2018 in persons who accessed counselling, assessment and support group services
from ParentingTT.
The operational team was able to achieve these targets because
we had the technical capacity to do so. With funds from the
JB Fernandes Memorial Trust I, ParentingTT focused on its
ICT systems. By the end of 2019, ParentingTT upgraded all its
equipment and set up fully operational back-up systems.
Work continues on setting up an online platform for services.
2 0 1 9 VS 2018 COUN SEL L ING &
A S SESSMENT BEN EF IC IAR IES
2019

2018
49

N E W T H E R AP Y CL I E N T S
R E T U R NI NG T H E R AP Y CL I E N TS
T O T AL N U M BE R O F T H E R AP Y
SESSIONS
N E W AS S E S S M E N T CL I E N TS

27

43

Thank you 123 Kids Expo for inviting
us! We had a lovely time and had
great discussions with some of the
parents who stopped by our booth.

47
1043
49

597
47

ParentingTT Team (from left to right):
Ornella De Graff, Melody King & Nelini
Mohammed
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2019 Strategic Highlights- ADVOCACY
ParentingTT remained ready to act as an advocate for families and contribute to national
initiatives. However, there were no opportunities to engage further on legislations such as the
National Parenting Policy. There was, though, a key piece of legislation that would affect the civil
society and which required action from Non-Governmental Oganisations and Community Based
Oganisations. ParentingTT stood in solidarity with leading organisations such as United Way TT,
CANARI, Veni Apwaan and CAISO TT to delay the rushed passing of the Non-Profit Organisation
Bill. In March 2019, we signed a petition, along with 69 other organisations, to delay its passing
until the civil society could have sufficient consultations with the Office of the Attorney General
and provide a coordinated response to amendments needed on the Bill.
The Government’s rationale for the rush was to comply with the Financial Action Task Force’s
Recommendation 8 in preparation for its International Cooperation Review Group meeting in
late April. Recommendation 8 requires governments to put measures in place to ensure that
nonprofits are not used to finance terrorism. There was consensus among the civil society that the
Bill proposed a one-size-fits-all approach that was punitive in nature and would affect the
operations of the majority of organisations that pose no risk.
The Bill was introduced to the Parliament on March 22nd, 2019 and one month later, on April
23rd, the Bill was Assented to by the President of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. The
Attorney General has reassured the civil society sector that there will be further opportunities
for discussion on the way forward.

Recognition of
Differences
Empathy
Dignity

ParentingTT is guided by
these core values that
speak to who we are as an
organisation and how we
do business.

We stand by these values
in how we relate with all
our stakeholders.
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2019 Strategic Highlights- MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS

Social Media

Social Media

Print Media

Broadcast Media

In 2019, ParentingTT
gained 1124
followers for a total
of 3410 followers.
Our Community
Liaisons worked
impressively with
frequent posts,
relevant to our
parents’ needs.

ParentingTT’s
Community Liaisons
revitalized our
Instagram page,
steadily increasing
its level of
engagement. We
ended 2019 with 760
followers, gaining
435 NEW followers
this year.

In June 2019,
ParentingTT and its
Annual General
Meeting were
featured in the
Trinidad Guardian.
The article had a
potential reach of
approximately
104,000 readers.

ParentingTT
resumed its
partnership with CL
Communications in
2019. We made 41
appearances on
Heartbeat Radio
104.1 fm on a weekly
segment focused on
“Resources for
Parents”

With host, Raihanna Khan, on Heartbeat Radio 104.1fm
(from left to below): Kristy Anatol, Melody King & Victoria
Siewnarine- Geelalsingh

As an organization, we will achieve the milestone of 25 years of
operation in 2020. Amis the challenging environment there is much to
celebrate and reflect on, as well as project towards. Marketing and
Communication provides a tool and a mechanism for extending our
reach and telling our stories. Over the period we developed a
Communications and Marketing strategic document with the help of
the Board, Executive Director and Volunteers. It is our intention to
start the rollout of this plan in the near future.
We continue to engage our stakeholders via our website and direct
engagement in furtherance of our objectives.
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2019 Strategic Highlights- MONITORING & EVALUATION
In keeping with the 2018-2020 Strategic Plan and, with the assistance of a capacity building grant from the
JB Fernandes Memorial Trust I, the organisation was able to successfully set up and implement a
Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) System that supports the work of ParentingTT. In 2019, we were able to
collect data to measure: 1) whether our programmes and services promoted non-violent/non-abusive
practices, 2) whether our beneficiaries were provided with psychological services (counselling,
assessment and support group) according to their needs and, 3) whether our beneficiaries were provided
with educational
programmes relevant
to their situations.
Parents report a change in attitudes and
behaviour that favour protection from
violence, abuse, neglect and exploitation

84%

Parents report improvement
in perceived levels of safety
at home

83%

Stakeholders report an improvement in
personal wellbeing through an increased
capacity for coping and functioning

80%

86%

Stakeholders report a sustained use of
knowledge and skills at least 3 months after
participating in a ParentingTT workshop

Parents report an improvement in
interpersonal relationships in the home
between parent & child and child & child

86%

75%

The data depicted here was collected from Workshop Evaluations, 3-6
Month Post-workshop Assessments and Annual Surveys. Strong attempts
were made in 2018 to standardize all evaluations and capture relevant
information to begin measuring ParentingTT’s impact in families. In
keeping with ParentingTT’s vision, its guide for all M&E activities was
Safe and Peaceful Homes for Children.

Parents report an increase
in knowledge & skills
immediately after a
ParentingTT workshop

92%

ParentingTT’s
rate of
satisfaction from
stakeholders in
relation to the
implementation,
relevance,
quality and
benefits of
services
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2019 Strategic Highlights- MONITORING & EVALUATION (Cont’d)
Beneficiary Reach from 1995-2020

8277

843

691

1836

PARENT EDUCATION
Number of persons from
Workshops, Presentations
& Support Groups

CHILDREN EDUCATION
Number of children from
Workshops, Presentations
& Support Groups

COUNSELLING/ASSESSMENT
Counselling & Assessment
clients. Total number of
sessions since 2003= 3473

PROJECTS
Number of beneficiaries,
counted once even with
multi-year projects

9404

128

133281

251

OUTREACH
Persons reached at School,
Health and Public events to
which PTT was invited

FACILITATOR TRAINING
Number of persons trained
to do parent education

NEWSLETTER
Total number of newsletters
printed. 71 Issues published

MEDIA
Number of events (radio, tv
or print). Potential
audience reach= 809,000

ParentingTT continued testing and developing this M & E system. Key activities that contributed
to its continued success were:

1.

Consensus meetings with stakeholders that led to the development of a M&E Policy Manual

2.

Incorporating M&E best practices and reporting into operational and technical areas of the
organisation

3.

Creating M&E trackers for every year with beneficiary data. This led to improved collation of
the organisation’s activities since 1995.
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2019 Financial Reports

2019 Income
9%
19%

68%

4%

Government Subvention

Foundation Grants

Projects

Programmes & Services

Operating expenses continue to
require a significant portion from
unrestricted income. This seems to be
the plight of NGOs and can be very
challenging when funders are less
wiling to assist with administrative
expenses.

2019 Expenses
9%

18%

Despite the increased income from
Programmes
and
Services,
ParentingTT ended 2019 with a deficit
of $40,351. On a positive note, grant
funds allowed the organisation to
continue building its capacity without
using
unrestricted
funds
to
accomplish its objectives.
ParentingTT will continue to infuse
good business principles into the
heart of its altruistic operations.

The Operational team worked
diligently to increase ParentingTT’s
income earning capacity. Total
income was increased by 33% from
2018, with 68% derived from selfgenerating activities.
Subvention
from the government was reduced
by 62% forcing ParentingTT to
reallocate funds from Programmes &
Services to manage the shortfall.
Unfortunately, this resulted in a
decreased capacity to realize
financial targets to strengthen
ParentingTT’s sustainability. The
difficult economy also made it
challenging to secure funds from the
corporate and private sectors.
However, greater efforts will
continue in 2020.

2%
71%

Government Subvention

Foundation Grants

Projects

Programmes & Services
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2019 Financial Reports
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Opportunities for YOU!

01

08
Sponsor a
community project

Give monthly or
annually

07

02
Sponsor a Psychoed Assessment

Become a Facilitator

03

06
Volunteer

Sponsor a workshop

05
0

04
Donate to our
Board
Counselling Fund

Become a Member
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Finance

Special Thanks to our 2019 Partners!

Thank you to all our faithful Partners, especially, the Ministry of Social Development & Family
Services, JB Fernandes Memorial Trust-I, Republic Bank Limited, Caribbean Lifestyle
Communications and Heartbeat Radio for Women 104.1 FM. All of ParentingTT’s success is
because of your steadfast support. We would not be closer to our 25th Anniversary in 2020 without
you!
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LP#66 Meade Street Extension, El Dorado,
Trinidad and Tobago
Tel: (868) 662-8264 | (868) 289-1PTT (1788)

Email: parentingtt@gmail.com
Website: www.parentingtt.org

Facebook: ParentingTT-TTIPS
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